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CHAD BROWN 
F t . Shanley speaking in Aquinas Hall, told the story of addiction "like it is" 
CowHoto by Sill Sullivan 
Street K i d " Priest 
Speaks On Youth Culture 
"You th Culture" is a term with 
which most college students would 
readily identify without realizing 
it encompasses a phenomena most 
have never experienced. Fr. Paul 
Shanley, a diocesan priest in 
Boston, has, however, experienced 
that facet of the culture about 
which little is known, namely, 
street-living. Living virtually the 
"Amerika" 
Arriving Soon 
A new magazine .published by 
s t u d e n t s , P r i n t 
P r o j e c t / A M E R I K A , will have its 
first issue in December. It will be 
distributed free on campus by 
T H E C O W L . 
Print P r o j e c t / A M E R I K A will 
be a general magazine "concerned 
mainly with finding alternatives to 
obsolete cultural and political 
f o r m s , " accord ing to M a r k 
Brawerman. 22, the publisher. 
The magazine was organized by 
students at the University of 
Chicago and Columbia. 
It is starting with a free 
circulation of 150.000 on 90 
campuses in the northeast. They 
plan to put out four issues this 
school year, and start national 
m o n t h l y p u b l i c a t i o n nex t 
September. 
" W e hope to have the largest 
possible exchange of ideas in and 
out of the magazine," said Roger 
Black, 22, the editor. " W e are 
l o o k i n g f o r w r i t e r s , 
p h o t o g r a p h e r s , a r t i s t s , and 
designers. 
The lead article in the first 
issue will be an analysis of T V — 
new technologists and movements 
that are making T V two-way. The 
ar t ic le w i l l include specific 
in fo rmat ion on what groups 
around are doing, and how to get 
a hold of cheap T V systems. 
The editorial office is at 5238 
Kenwood, Chicago 60615. The 
business office is at 444 Central 
Park West, New York, New York 
10025. 
same life as a "street-kid" for 
severa l years , F r . Shan ley 
experienced many of the social, 
p h y s i c a l , and p s y c h o l o g i c a l 
upheavals felt by the thousands of 
runaways in Boston. 
In a d i s c u s s i o n he ld at 
Providence College, Fr. Shanley 
focused upon the problems 
inherent in "street-living" and 
those added by society as a whole 
Aside from the basic problem of 
finding l iving quarters, most 
street-kids eventually turn to 
drugs to escape their depressing 
environment. Before Operation 
Intercept there was little heroin 
a d d i c t i o n among street-kids; 
however, after its implementation 
"the absence of pot led to the 
use of heroin." One out of six 
street-kids are addicted to heroin. 
In a Congressional report on 
heroin addiction, which covered a 
40 block area in New York City, 
10,000 adults were addicted to 
heroin, 6,000 kids over 16 and 
2,000 under 16 were also addicted 
to heroin." Added to the nearly 
irrevocable damage of heroin 
a d d i c t i o n is the cons t an t 
harassment of the police. It is the 
"good" Irish Catholic policeman, 
according to Fr. Shanley, who is 
most ready to beat the long-
haired "commie" in the name of 
God and country. And who takes 
it upon himself to burst into a hall 
to stop the celebration of Mass. 
" T o turn this country around will 
take the police officer wiping the 
blood off the forehead of the boy 
he just clubbed and finding out 
it's his own son," remarked Fr. 
Shanley. 
F r . S h a n l e y s p o k e o f 
Christianity as one of the forces 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Activity Fee 
Partially Defined 
The enigma of the student 
a c t i v i t i e s fee was par t i a l ly 
clarified during an interview with 
Rich M a r a , student congress 
member. Monies expected to be 
amassed by collection of the fee 
will total 35,700 dollars; 17,000 of 
this amount has been garnered 
thus far, M a r a stated. He 
emphasized that the Congress, 
and agencies related to it, had 
previous debts of 7,000 dollars, 
2,000 of which had been recouped, 
leaving a 5,000 deficit to be paid 
for from activity-fee funds. 
The proceeding is a list of 
college-student activities which 
will be beneficiary of the fees: 
6,000 to the congress' concert 
committee, a rotating fund; this 
allows an activity fee card holder 
to 75 cent discounts on two 
tickets; 2,000 to the football club, 
with appropriate discounts; 1,000 
to the film society; 3,000 to the 
Fine Arts club, whose activities 
are non-profiting. The Lecture 
S e r i e s , f a c i n g p o s s i b l e 
abandonment, was reinstated at 
an expense of 1,500. Two 
thousand was alotted to the 
faculty evaluation, and 500 to 
PC's fresh experiment in Drama. 
One thousand was dealt to the 
Wooden Navel, where admission 
is .50; Each class appropriated 
750, an increase of 250 each. 
Open clubs on campus, such as 
Sailing, Racing, Spike and Shoe, 
were appor t ioned 250 each, 
totaling 1,500, an increase of 900 
over the previous school year. 
Congress committees appropriated 
1,000 for expenditures such as 
various memberships ( N S A ) , and 
committees similar to that on 
Coeducat ion. The Dillon and 
Carolon Clubs were allocated 
5,000 apiece, an increase which 
Mara stated, "insures maximum 
membership, newer activities, 
better quality, more quantity/* 
Person - Person" 
By J O E P I E R G R O S S I 
The Chad Brown program has 
been under the direction of Father 
Concordia since its founding in 
1 9 6 8 . I n t h e p r o g r a m , 
disadvantage youths living in the 
Chad Brown housing project are 
tutored in English, Math, and 
Social Studies on a one to one 
basis. Presently between ten and 
fourteen students are working at 
the center and the main source of 
f i n a n c e for the center is 
Providence College. Headquarters 
for the Chad Brown program is 
located in a four room apartment 
at the project where offices, a 
learning center, and a library are 
all at the disposal of the people at 
the project. The center is also 
available to Fair Welfare Rights 
Organization which is a group of 
adult welfare recipients. 
Another division in the program 
is an A t h l e t i c program. A 
basketball team is being started 
and due to the generosity of the 
Providence College football team, 
twenty-two youths from the 
project were able to attend the 
football game last Sunday when 
P r o v i d e n c e C o l l e g e p l ayed 
Fairfield University. The Chad 
Brown program has at the project 
a Health center. Started by 
Providence College, the program 
\ i s sponsored by St. Pius parish as 
a separate unit. The c l in ic 
maintains five doctors, a full time 
nurse, and a full time secretary. 
Students from Providence 
College are urged to volunteer for 
the program and may see Father 
Concordia, O.P. in the Philosophy 
Department at Stephen Hal l ; 
Rinoldi (Ric) Bantum, Raymond 
Hall 418, 3348, who directs the 
Tutorial program and James Holt, 
Chapin 116, 831-9322 head of the 
Athletic Department. The project 
is currently interested in collecting 
educational games and books. The 
educational games can be used as 
a basis for interaction and are a 
valuable learning experience. Any 
donations will be appreciated. 
Father Concordia said that the 
philosophy of the center is person 
to person interaction. He goes on 
to say that, "social change is best 
affected through person to person 
encounter. The organization exists 
to serve individuals. They are 
instruments but the persons are 
their end and their meaning." 
E D . N O T E : 
Frank Gammino died suddenly 
l a s t F r i d a y . H e w a s an 
instrumental figure in Providence's 
Fund Drive. 
M r . Frank Gammino was a 
man of extraordinary energy and 
generosity. He believed as much 
in helping others as he did in hard 
work. In fact, he expected others 
to work every bit as hard as he 
did and that was not always easy. 
M r . G a m m i n o h a d b e e n 
associated with the College for 
many years, but that association 
with the College for many years, 
but that association did not 
become formal until in 1964 he 
joined the President's Council 
which assisted Fr. Dore in 
formulating the original plans for 
the development of our physical 
facilities and academic programs. 
After those plans were set, he 
accepted the chairmanship of our 
Second Half-Century Capi tal 
Campaign to raise $10,000,000. 
He knew full well that this would 
be an uphill struggle, but he had 
the courage to take on the 
responsibility. 
M r . Gammino was no easy task 
master. I can still hear his voice 
over the phone demanding more 
action or making a forceful 
suggestion. This direct and 
u n e q u i v o c a l manner of his 
endeared him to many. He got 
things done and he made others 
carry their share of the burden. 
We nicknamed him "The Velvet 
G l o v e " wi th i ron i c intent . 
Through his persistent efforts he 
brought Providence College to the 
attention of many lasting friends. 
When we made mistakes he let us 
know and when we did something 
well he was the first tc say a word 
of encouragement or praise. 
Frank Gammino was a big man 
and he leaves a very large 
emptiness in the lives of those 
who knew him. 
William Paul Haas 
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Radicals Forgetting History ? 
Today's radicals who believe 
destruction is the only way to save 
the world are ignoring history, 
and "the intellectual poverty of 
their arguments has been more 
than a match for the unimagina-
tive arrogance of their subsequent 
b e h a v i o r , " s a y s S t a n f o r d 
University Provost Richard W. 
Lyman and an historian himself. 
Lyman said that refusal of per-
petrators of campus violence "to 
take the consequence" of their 
misdeeds is "a fundamental and 
tragic deterioration." 
In taking this stand, " Y o u (the 
revolutionaries) are indeed saying 
that the society and the institution 
that would provide those con-
sequences are corrupt beyond re-
demption. You are saying that the 
system must be subverted, eroded, 
terrorized, and coerced, if justice 
is ever to prevail. And , in so say-
ing, you are subverting and erod-
ing your own capacity to live a 
constructive life in a free society." 
Lyman, discussing violence, said 
that to regain public confidence, 
universities must use effective dis-
c i p l i n e , ins t i tu t iona l respon-
siveness, and education. And most 
of the education, he insisted, is 
needed in the form of a history 
lesson: 
" T o those old enough to re-
member totalitarianism at its 
most virulent, in Hitlerite Germa-
ny; to those informed enough to 
perceive the world of difference 
between the individual's lot in 
China or the Soviet Union or the 
South African Republic and in 
the United States, whatever our 
shortcomings; to those possessed 
of enough perspective to know 
that freedom begins in the willing-
ness of each individual to recog-
nize the right of others to differ 
from him, over things that matter, 
and that this willingness has been 
a rare phenomenon in the long 
sweep of man's history; to all 
such, the dreary, doctrinaire fa-
n a t i c i s m of the hard core 
revolutionary Left is really more 
frightening than their rocks or 
their dynamite tragedies or their 
toying with terrorist tactics." 
Part of radical strategy, Lyman 
said, is to goad administrators 
into mistakes through weariness. 
The administration, in turn, tries 
"to respond strongly enough to 
constitute a deterrent, but not so 
strongly as to feed the everready 
flames of martyrdom." 
It is no easy matter to find the 
right level of response, he noted, 
because old ground rules don't 
work today; to ask that they be 
used "is to ignore the realities of 
our situation." 
Small campus trouble often ex-
plodes into big trouble because 
Shanley Cont. 1 
r e spons ib l e for the present 
situation. In doing so he drew the 
d i s t i n c t i o n b e t w e e n , 
institutionalized Christianity and 
pure Christianity. The former is 
the Christianity fostered by the 
Church, which there is little 
concern for your fellow man. 
However, the Christianity of the 
street-kids is one of kindness and 
compassion, which paradoxically 
" h a s put t o d a y ' s k ids in 
jeopardy." Fr. Shanley ended the 
discussion with the "eleventh 
commandment" — "to love one 
another." 
old ground rules don't work and 
" b e c a u s e o f c l e v e r a n d 
u n s c r u p u l o u s ' — e f f e c t i v e 
exploitation" of a disciplinary 
action, he said. The problem of 
i d e n t i f y i n g the g u i l t y is 
monumental during night time 
guerri l la tactics, Lyman said. 
Furthermore, "as long as there is 
widespread campus sympathy for 
the alleged objectives of the 
"rioters, even though there is little 
sympathy for their tactics, the 
likelihood is very great that an 
attempt at mass arrests will only 
make a bad situation worse." 
Supporters of higher education 
must understand, Lyman said, 
that "radical intent is to goad 
(them) into demanding curbs on 
freedom of speech and of assem-
bly, so that the cadres of revolu-
tion can then be expanded by re-
cruits from the moderates who 
will be outraged at such in-
fringements of the hard-won free-
doms of a democratic and open 
society." 
He noted that Stanford had 
made many changes in university 
governance, bringing faculty, stu-
dents and alumni into decision-
making positions, and that an ef-
fective campus judicial system, al-
though only two years old, plus 
use of a court injunction, "has 
been effective" in stopping dis-
ruption. 
While such change "does not 
disarm the more extreme rad-
icals," Lyman said, "it does make 
harder their task of radicalizing 
the uncommitted, or making non 
violent radicals collaborate in the 
use of violence." 
Urban Council Lists 
Community Activities 
U R B A N C O U N C I L N E E D S 
V O L U N T E E R S for 
Mouthpiece Coffeehouse 
45 Snow Street (East Side), Provi-
dence. 
1. - to help run and clean up the 
coffeehouse; 
2. - to aid maturing people in 
conscience cr is ises (back-
ground or training needed); 
3. - for Draft Counseling. 
The Mouthpiece is run by church 
groups (most volunteer work). If 
interested - contact Stan Bratten 
at 621-9057 any afternoon or eve-
ning, or Urban Council Office 110 
Stephen. 
********************* 
Smith H i l l Co-ordinating Com-
mittee. 
At Smith hill Branch Library, 3L 
Candace Street 
1. - recreational supervisors -
weekday afternoons, 
2. - tutors for teaching kids also 
weekday afternoons 
Help is needed on a voluntary 
basis for a couple of hours a 
week. C O N T A C T Urban Council 
Office 110 Stephen. 
********************* 
Tyler School Project 
1. - extracurricular activities in 
sports and academics for kids 
in grammar school from lowr 
income families. 
2. - direct contact with these kids 
to help focus their attention 
away from the ghetto so they 
can see the world from a new 
perspective. 
For more I N F O R M A T I O N call 
Bob St. Amour, New Dorm or 
Urban Council 110 Stephen. 
Econ. Dept. 
Set Lecture 
On November 5, 1970, the 
E c o n o m i c s D e p a r t m e n t w i l l 
sponsor the first lecture in its 
Distinguished Lecture Series for 
the 1970-71 academic year. Dr. 
Louis Esposito of the University 
of Massachusetts (Boston) will 
speak on "Federal Support of 
M e d i c a l S c h o o l s : H o w to 
Subsidize the Rich" . A question 
and answer period will follow Dr. 
Esposito's address which will be 
held in the Guild Room, Alumni 
Hal l at 7:30 P . M . Students. 
Faculty and friends are cordially 
invited. 
Friends of Challenge 
1. - Working for prison reform; 
2. - Working for parole Board 
Reforms; 
3. - Working with a prison news-
paper; 
4. - Counciling inmates of R. I. 
training school. 
For more I N F O R M A T I O N con-
tact Urban Council - 110 Stephen 
or Bil l Hanson Soc. department. 
********************* 
Wing of Hope 
770 Potters Ave. 
1. - Holding seminars on any 
educational subject to broaden 
the scope of members in the 
Wing of Hope family from the 
State Correctional Institution. 
For more I N F O R M A T I O N con-
tact the Urban Council 110 Step-
hen 
********************* 
Senior Citizens of Rhode Island 
524 Prairie Ave. Catholic Inner 
City Center, Providence 
1. - seek reduced rates for senior 
citizens at R. I. department 
stores and for transportation 
costs. 
2. - summon, from institutions 
like P . C . , support of their po-
sitions in the form of letters, 
petitions etc. 
For more I N F O R M A T I O N call 
941-5600 or Urban Council 110 
Stephen. 
********************* 
Chad Brown (Fr. Concordia, O. P.) 
Person to Person Center, 20 F 
June Street 
1. - A tutorial program for 
Ring Committee 
Faces Challenge 
>rk 
MM 
By G A R R Y K I E R N A N 
Amidst this year's festivities 
and interests associated with the 
Ring Weekend for the Class of 
1972, there exists a small group of 
people, expounding imaginative 
i d e a l s , serene g e o g r a p h i c a l 
u n r e a l i t i e s , a n d t h o u g h t s 
extending to the "extraordinaire." 
It appears that the Ring 
Committee for the Class of 1973 
has a formidable job to complete 
in the next few months, certainly, 
at least, to compete with and 
surpass any creativity employed in 
past years, but more importantly, 
to succeed in conveying a simple 
idea, as Austin Galvin put it, 
"universal enough to be felt by all 
now, and indeed, years from 
now." 
T h i s f ee l i ng seems quite 
common among the dedicated 
Ring Committee members, that 
the r i n g mus t bear some 
s i g n i f i c a n c e a m o n g al l the 
students, and particularly, on an 
extremely personal level. John 
C u d d i h y , R i n g C o m m i t t e e 
member said, "Choosing a ring 
Sickinger 
Honored 
It was recently announced by 
the Office for Community Affairs 
that Raymond Sickinger has been 
awarded an International Rotary 
Fellowship for future study at the 
University of Edinburgh, Scot-
land. Sickinger is a senior history 
major at Providence and is also a 
graduate of La Salle Academy in 
Providence. 
The University of Edinburgh is 
considered to be one of the finest 
educational institution in the 
world. This is the first time any-
one from the. State of Rhode Is-
land has ever won this fellowship. 
Sickinger is a resident of Crans-
ton, R . I . 
junior high and high school 
students from the Chad Brown 
Housing. 
2. - Direct athletic programs for 
these same students. 
C A L L : 861-1577 or 865-2335 or 
Urban Council 110 Stephen. 
********************* 
R. I. Fair Welfare Rights Organi-
zation 
I. - negotiates credit agreements 
with department stores for the 
benefit of welfare recipients 
and low income families. 
To support their positions C O N -
T A C T Jim Dickson 865-2035. 
'Perhaps the most beautiful movie in history/ 
-Brendan Gill The New Yorker. 
Elvira 
PRiS£NT£D by P C FILM SOCIETY 
ON 
OCT. 30 AND 31. 
AT 
7:00 AND 9:30 
ALBERTUS 100 
entails a great deal more wor
and effort than merely picking out 
an impressiv design. It is trying to 
obtain a common theme that each 
and every one of us can live by 
for the rest of our lives." 
Indeed, removed from the 
aesthetic aspects, in fact, far 
removed, are those factors such as 
t h e b u y i n g , s e l l i n g , and 
distribution of the rings. Much 
must be done in the way of 
dealings with companies and 
intermediate authorities of varying 
desirabilities, and certainly, it 
seems logical and significant that 
t h e s t u d e n t s a r e g i v e n 
considerably more leeway in their 
own choice of rings. 
The committee is open to any 
and all opinions for ring design, 
theme, or anything related to 
rings. If you have suggestions, 
merely bring them up to the 
committee, and they will be 
willing to share all of your ideas. 
A B C S T E R E O T A P E S 
SINGLE ALBUMS 3.75 
DOUBLE ALBUMS 4.75 
DAN LARKIN RM 1005 
8 6 5 - 3 2 3 5 
Is our image 
slipping? 
Some people may have us 
wrong. It's possible. 
For instance, we Paulists 
are known for the printed 
and the spoken word. Books, 
radio, and T V . The glamorous 
world. 
But there is another, bigger 
world in which the Paulist 
moves . . . 
A dusty corner in Utah 
where Paulists offer 
material and spiritual relief 
to migrant workers. 
An area known as East 
Village and a Paulist who 
understands the meaning 
of "taking a trip." 
A Newman Center on a 
troubled college campus 
and a priest who is not a 
judge but an understanding 
ear and a mediator. 
Being a Paulist isn't easy. 
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous. 
It's better. 
For more information on 
Paulist priestly spirit write to: 
Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P. 
Vocation Director 
cpaulist, ' 
cFathetg 
Room 112 
415 West 59th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
a 
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Should Education Institutions Remain Neutral? 
On Saturday, October 24, there 
was held a R h o d e I s l and 
Conference of the Amer ican 
A s s o c i a t i o n of U n i v e r s i t y 
Professors at Rhode Island 
College. Represented there were 
33 f a c u l t y m e m b e r s f r o m 
institutions throughout the state. 
One of the participants in the 
panel discussion was a student of 
Prov idence Co l l ege , Bernard 
M c K a y . 
The topic for the day-long 
conference was '"Institutional 
Neutrality". The main speakers 
were Ronald A . Wolk, Vice-
President of Brown University, 
and Donald N . Koster, Adelphi 
U n i v e r s i t y , N a t i o n a l Counci l 
A A U P , e a c h r e p r e s e n t i n g 
opposing viewpoints. Responding 
to Wolk in the morning session 
was Jerome M . Pollack, Dean of 
Arts and Sciences at U R I . and 
Bernard M c K a y from Providence 
College. In the afternoon session 
the respondents were E. Will iam 
B u r r e i l , C h a i r m a n o f the 
Education Department at Salve 
Regina College and R. Patrick 
Sloan, President of the Student 
Senate at Rhode Island College. 
Emerging from the conference 
were two rather c lear cut 
viewpoints which could best be 
summed in the following two 
quotes: "I believe it is absolutely 
vital that there be one place in 
our society where there is no 
orthodoxy, no authorized dogma. 
HAMLET 
uOŒfiJ * 
C l i f f ' f  
M -"-S N o t e s 
Take o*1? 
before I 
studying 
Cliff's Notes always the right 
prescription when you need 
help m understanding litera-
ture Prepared by educators 
Easy to use Titles available now 
cover nearly 200 frequently 
assigned plays 
and novels 
Look 
for the 
Cliff s Notes First A i d " 
Station wherever 
books are sold Only $1 each. 
/ A a 
Lincoln , Nebraska 68501 
no of f ic ia l posi t ion." Wolk ; 
"There are occasions in academic 
life today when political and 
moral issues are so inextricably 
tangled with issues of educational 
policy that faculties are not only 
justified but indeed obligated to 
take positions." -Koster. 
M r . Wolk , speaking at the 
morning session, said "Academic 
freedom is in jeopardy in this 
country today — mainly from 
within. And the faculty have acted 
to imperil i t ." 
Last M a y , in the aftermath of 
the Cambodian invasion and the 
Kent and Jackson State killings, 
faculty members across the 
country voted to commit "their 
institutions as institutions to one 
side of a r a g i n g p o l i t i c a l 
controversy," M r . Wolk said. 
He saw those actions as the 
" c u l m i n a t i o n of a growing 
movement on campus in the past 
few years to use the university as 
an agency for political and social 
reform." 
T h e word n e u t r a l i t y , he 
o b s e r v e d , " s u g g e s t s an 
unwillingness to be committed or 
involved, a reluctance to stand up 
and be counted," and added that 
individual neutrality on key issues 
today ts "a particular s in." 
"Necessary For Colleges" 
Yet institutional neutrality is 
necessary for colleges, he said 
"because I believe it is intrinsic to 
the nature and the survival of the 
university." 
He qualified his defense of such 
neutrality by noting that he is 
troubled by such issues as the 
investment policies of universities 
and their apparent identification 
with the "Establishment." 
He said that a university that 
becomes involved in politics, that 
takes an official position on such 
matters, " w i l l compromise its own 
autonomy and the academic 
freedom of its members." 
"It is interesting and somewhat 
ironic that the very people who 
oppose university neutrality are 
now shielded by its existence as 
they excoriate government, the 
Establishment and their fellow 
Foundation Reveals 
Three Fellowships 
T H E F O R D F O U N D A T I O N 
a n n o u n c e d l a s t week the 
institution of three Doctoral 
Fellowship programs for the year 
1971-72. Doctoral Fellowships for 
l) American Indian students, 2) 
Black Students, and 3) Mexican 
Amer ican and Puerto Rican 
s t u d e n t s . E a c h F e l l o w s h i p 
program will support full-time 
graduate study for up to five years 
i f t h e F e l l o w m a i n t a i n s 
satisfactory progress toward the 
PhD. 
Applicants must act quickly to 
meet deadlines. Instructions and 
application forms can be secured 
f r o m T H E F O R D 
F O U N D A T I O N , 320 East 43rd 
Street, N t w York , New York 
l 00 I 7 . T h e a p p l i c a n t is 
responsible for arranging to take 
t h e G r a d u a t e R e c o r d 
Examination, initiating admission 
into graduate school, arranging 
for r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s and 
forwarding certified copies of his 
undergraduate transcript. The 
applicants' file must be complete 
by January 31, 1971. 
citizens who disagree with them," 
he said. 
He claimed that the real danger 
to a c a d e m i c f r e e d o m and 
institutional autonomy is that the 
actions of certain faculty members 
" w i l l provoke in the larger society 
an organized attack on the 
university." 
"Too many of us forget that 
academic freedom is a gift of 
society to the university," he 
remarked. "The simple fact is 
that universities — whether public 
or private — cannot survive with 
ou t the s u p p o r t and the 
confidence of the larger society. 
" U n t i l recently, that support 
and confidence were in abundant 
supply. Now there is alarming 
evidence that many Americans 
have begun to lose faith in their 
universities and with their loss of 
faith goes their willingness to 
support the university and uphold 
its freedom." 
M r . Wolk said he shares the 
impatience and frustration of 
many s tudents and faculty 
members who feel that "our in-
stitutions are not responding to 
the needs of the people," but 
added, "I do not share the belief 
that it is the proper function of 
the university to substitute for 
other agencies and institutions 
when they fail to fulfill their 
specific purposes." 
He gave two reasons for this 
feeling: the universities cannot 
perform effectively the functions 
of other institutions of society and 
"the university will compromise 
its own functions and freedom if it 
usurps the functions of other 
institutions." 
In conclusion he said the three 
t r ad i t i ona l functions of the 
American university teaching, 
research and service "are 
probably incompatible in a single 
institution.' 
Service, he suggested, is not a 
p r i m a r y f u n c t i o n and the 
university should concentrate on 
its primary functions: discovering 
and disseminating knowledge and 
transmitting the cultural heritage 
from one generation to the next." 
With this very issue of service 
Dean Pollack took issue. He said 
that the land grant state 
u n i v e r s i t i e s were o r i g i n a l l y 
established as a service to the 
community, teaching such things 
as engineering and agriculture. 
The point is that these universities 
by their very nature are service 
oriented. This became a major 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n of the entire 
conference. The differences in 
institutions could determine its 
neutrality or involvement, such as 
the long standing tradition of 
involvement on the part of Church 
oriented Colleges. 
Opposing View 
Professor Koster, during the 
afternoon session, took another 
view. He argued that when 
universities do not take a stand on 
issues, they may be taking a stand 
anyway — "that of appearing to 
condone if not approve the status 
quo." 
Answering one challenge from 
opponents of his position, he said 
that when a faculty takes a stand, 
there should be safe-guards for 
the minority views. 
"Those who dissent should be 
granted the fullest opportunity to 
express that dissent, to have it 
recorded and to have it publicized 
through the same channels used 
by the majority," he said. 
On the other hand, he said, a 
small minority can seek to 
i m m o b i l i z e the majori ty by 
denying them the right to adopt a 
collective stand on an 
issue. 
important 
"Move it Mus t " 
" A faculty must have freedom 
to move when it considers it vital 
to do so. If it moves foolishly, too 
bad for it; but move it must if it is 
to be an instrument of genuine 
power within the institution," he 
said. 
Colleges and universities today 
are involved with the government, 
he said, and thus they "cannot 
avoid being involved in political 
and frequently moral issues that 
overlap educational policy." 
H e identif ied government-
sponsored research on campus, 
R O T C , and recruiting as among 
the issues that have educational, 
political and moral ramifications. 
"That a faculty should be 
barred from expressing its official 
view on these questions is to 
relegate it to a posture so neutral 
as to be totally ineffectual," he 
remarked. 
"I once had a colleague," M r . 
Koster said in conclusion, "whose 
proudest boast was that not one 
of his students ever knew where 
he stood on any political, religious 
or moral issue. Such neutrality is, 
I contend, equivalent to sterility 
and is death to education, even 
more so when practiced by a 
group than by an individual." 
The Rhode Island Conference 
of the A A U P has over 550 
members (90,000 National) on 
thirteen campuses in Rhode 
Island. There are six chapters at 
Brown, U R I , P C . Salve Regina, 
R o g e r W i l l i a m s , and R I C 
Reverend George Conconcordia. 
O P of Providence College was 
elected President of the A A U P 
last spring for a two year term. 
R O T C E n r o l l m e n t F a l l s 
A few weeks ago the R O T C 
Department at Providence College 
announced enrollment for the 
1970-71 academic year. According 
to Assist. P M S . Major Nunema-
ker. there are approximately one 
hundred and eight students en-
rolled in the program. Of these 
students, there are twenty-one 
freshmen, fourteen sophomores, 
twenty-nine juniors and forty-four ' 
seniors. 
As gloomy as these statistics 
may seem, the R O T C Dept., ac-
cording to officials, is more than 
optimistic that the situation will 
improve. Already the R O T C 
Dept. has begun revamping its 
curriculum by emphasizing more 
group discussion and class partici-
pation. A S T U D E N T A D V I S O -
R Y B O A R D , which was formed 
last year, meets on a regular basis 
to discuss and propose new ideas 
and changes to the Dept. Other 
significant factors which indicate 
that R O T C is still part of the 
campus scene are that R O T C ' s 
maor organizations. Cadet Offi-
cers Club, Rifle team and Special 
Forces, have already begun plan-
ning this year's activities. 
Concerning the future of R O T C 
on this campus, the cadre officers 
have a "wait and see" attitude. 
Just how effective have today's 
anti-war movements, lottery sys-
tem and Vietnamization plan been 
on R O T O The answer is that 
R O T C at Providence, just like at 
most colleges and universities in 
the Northeast, has suffered a con-
siderable reduction in enrollees. 
Beginning with the 1967 academic 
year, the following statistical 
breakdown clearly illustrate this 
trend: 
Freshmen Sophomore Juniors Seniors T O T A L 
1967- 68 193 178 112 97 580 
1968- 69 125 79 101 101 406 
1969- 70 45 59 55 103 262 
Chamber Music Recital 
The second program in P.C. 's 
Chamber Music Recital Series 
will be presented Sunday at 8 
P . M . in The Friar's Cel l , Stephen 
Hal l . The recital will feature the 
acting concert mistress of the R. 
I, Philharmonic Orchestra. Miss 
Barbara Barstow. Miss Barstow 
will be joined by Shirley Adams, 
first 'cellist of the symphony and 
by Henry Fuchs, pianist and 
professor of music at U . R . I . Their 
program will consist of Trio 
Sonatas for violin, 'cello and 
piano by Dvorak, Beethoven and 
Brahms. 
Miss Barstow played here last 
year to a capacity audience in 
the Friar's Cel l . Well known in 
R. I. music circles, - she is 
íespected for her musicianship 
and for the singing quality of her 
violin playing. This will be Miss 
Adams's and M r . Fuchs's" first 
appearance at a P .C . recital. 
Already planned in this recital 
series is another program of 
serious music for November 22, 
again a Sunday night. This 
program, called "Music for St. 
Cecilia's Day", will be the third 
a n n u a l c e l e b r a t i o n of this 
academic festival in honor of the 
medieval patroness of music. A 
program of Renaissance Music 
will be played by three musicians 
u s i n g i n s t r u m e n t s of the 
renaissance period: All ison Fowle 
on the viola di gamba; Use Shaler 
on recorders: and Paul Philibert 
on the harpsichord. The St. 
Cecilia's Day program will feature 
again this year Dr. Paul van K. 
Thomson's reading of Dryden's 
"Alexander's Feast, or A n Ode 
for St. Cecilia's Day." 
The series is made available 
free of charge to the P .C. 
c o m m u n i t y by the Student 
Congress Fine Arts Committee. 
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EDITORIAL 
We of T H E C O W L are dismayed to see 
in evidence once again the propensity that 
the Providence College campus has for 
spreading rumor and untruth. It is amazing 
how rapidly contrived and very often ma-
licious half truths rise to dogmatic propor-
tions because of a prejudiced and ill-in-
formed student body. Case in point: the 
preposterous rumors that have been circu-
lating concerning the appropriation and 
handling of the $17 student activities fee. 
Anyone who was interested enough could 
only but ask and get an honest answer -
they could hardly have any basis for accus-
ing Student Congress leaders of self-inter-
est and fraud. Likewise, another case in 
point: the spreading attitude on campus, 
most specifically centered around certain 
Congress members, that Allan Thomas is 
using the Hockey Program for his own per-
sonal profit. Anyone who cared enough to 
look at the hard work expended and see it 
as an honest interest in Providence College 
would at least temper their hard line prej-
udices toward PC'sAthletic Program. But it 
is these dishonest and narrow minded prej-
udices that have engendered a bitterly un-
fair attitude toward a student who's done 
no less than work incredibly hard doing 
what he could do for his school. One final 
case are the numerous remarks, both in 
print and out of print, concerning our Con-
cert Committee. Many students are ob-
viously not aware of the difficulties in-
volved with contracting and arranging con-
certs. But to those of us who have taken 
time to explore the facts to any degree, it 
is obvious to us that the Chairman of the 
Concert Committee has done his best, des-
pite the very thorny limitations that he 
must deal with. This is not to say that our 
dissatisfaction should not be aired - but let 
us please deal with the facts. 
T H E C O W L acknowledges that it has a 
part to play - that it's role in this College 
should be to make the community aware of 
all that is going on. This we shall continue 
to do in the best way we are able. The stu-
dents, too, have their obligation - to be 
motivated enough to go beyond their petty 
uninformedness; most specifically, when in 
doubt, ask. We'll print any letter. 
DEJA VU 
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MEMO-
FROM THE EDITOR 
There will be a general meeting of the 
faculty tomorrow to discuss current college 
problems and solutions and, more specific-
ally, what it is that makes Providence Col-
lege a Catholic college. This will be the 
first of four such meetings, all of which will 
be conducted in symposium form. 
Father Haas has called for these sessions 
in the hope that meaningful dialogue and 
significant proposals might evolve. It is 
hoped that this open forum will provide ex-
cellent opportunities for elliciting a broad 
faculty opinion and ideas. 
T H E C O W L applauds this constructive 
and potentially fruitful endeavor. It is 
hoped that all concerned will take advan-
tage of these new avenues for dialogue. 
In last week's issue of T H E C O W L an anide appeared which reflect-
ed a certain attitude toward an ex-Providence College student. The ar-
ticle was entitled 'To Educate the Whole Man'. The article was an ex-
tract from Harper's magazine and concerned Dexter Westbrook. 
It has since come to the attention of T H E C O W L that this extract did 
not accurately tell the entire story regarding Westbrook. 
He was admitted to Providence College and failed to meet the re-
quired academic standards. He was later readmitted to the College, but 
did not attend classes and subsequently left Providence for good. 
T H E C O W L apologizes for any reaction that this unjust article might 
have produced. It has been pointed out to me that this college gave Dex-
ter Westbrook every break they possibly could, and that T H E C O W L 
seemed to intimate that Westbrook was treated unfairly. 
Finally, the article left our readers with the feeling that Westbrook is 
now living the life of a slum addict. In reality, however. Dexter is now 
working with the citizens of Harlem as a social worker. 
Our deepest apologies are extended to Mr. Westbrook and the people 
of Providence College who worked so feverishly to extend this young 
man a helping hand. 
JAMES M. CRA WFORD 
It appears that some things have re-
turned to normal on the Providence Col -
lege campus. Automobile vandalism, which 
reached epidemic proportions last year,, 
has been occurring quite frequently in re-
cent weeks. 
Automobiles have been broken into and 
tampered with, not only at night but also 
during daytime hours. This vandalism can-
not be allowed to continue at its present 
rate. A serious problem is in the making 
and must be stopped. 
The Security Force should be able to 
prevent these incidents. Our campus is not 
that large and the amount of parking space 
is quite small. It should not be that diffi-
cult to watch the parking lots and prevent 
these wrongdoings. 
Yet, these actions have not been stopped 
in the past and are apparently continuing 
this year. It is the personal property of stu-
dents and faculty which is at stake. T H E 
C O W L urges those people responsible for 
the Security Force and its actions to eval-
uate their program. We ask them to study 
their system, see if it is effective, and then 
take the appropriate action. The Security 
Force has failed; it is they who have not 
prevented these acts of vandalism. 
Build the Security Force into an effec-
tive, working unit and let them do their 
job. 
M E M B E R 
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The System, The Convention, The Congressman 
By David Roach 
T H E S Y S T E M 
It is that into which we all must 
get if we are to accomplish 
anything. Everybody uses this 
word. ( "You young people must 
stay within the system," says the 
senator. "I've had it with the 
system," say the young people. 
"The system doesn't work," says 
a radical.) But actually what is it? 
Well , one must look and see. 
Since the system most people 
praise and others condemn is 
usually the political one, perhaps 
it would be helpful to view two of 
the statutes of this system: the 
poli t ical convention, and the 
congressman as they might 
operate as vital cogs on that great 
wheel in the sky "the System." 
T H E C O N V E N T I O N 
" L o o k " said the delegation's 
chairman, "they are going to be 
getting to us pretty quick we 
better get together and get the 
vote straight. O K , is everybody 
here? 
Sullivan isn't. He got sick last 
night at the party the Mayor was 
throwing for his supporters. He 
and about six other delegates are 
all in bed in agony. Something 
was wrong with the punch. 
Is he the only one? 
Yeah, I guess so. 
O K , lets vote. 
A vote is taken, 21 for the 
Mayor and 19 for the Senator. 
" W e l l , I guess that's i t ." said 
the delegate's chairman. 
"Wait , Wait. I challenge that 
v o t e . " ' s a i d t h e s t a t e 
representative, who was an avid 
aupporter of the Senator. 
"I think the senator should 
have more votes." 
" In a pigs eye," said the city 
councilor who was an assistant 
campaign manager for the Mayor. 
This thing is on the up and up. 
We licked you fair and square 
even with Sullivan. 
" L i k e hell. I'm challenging this 
vote." 
' " L o o k J i m . Y o u k n o w 
everybody here; you know they all 
voted, in accordance with the hats 
they're wearing. Look there are 
21 red and white hats with the 
blue tassels that the mayor gave 
out and 19 red and blue hats with 
the white fringe that the Senator 
gave out. Its right before you in 
red, white and blue." 
" I don ' t ca re , I 'm s t i l l 
challenging." 
" L o o k , " said the chairman. It's 
such a pain in the neck to get 
everyone here for a roll call 
vote." 
" I don't care," said J im. " A n 
injustice is being perpetrated on 
the floor of this very convention. I 
challenge it!" 
Everyone groaned. 
" L o o k J i m , said the city 
councilor. "We're all friends here. 
The vote was fair and square, you 
know that." 
"Yeah , yeah, says you." 
" J i m ! " the city councilor was 
losing control. Let's be reasonable 
about this. Look, your kid is 
going to want that job again at 
the city pool this summer, and if 
you keep this up he isn't going to 
get it. 
"Pressure tactics ! Gestapo 
tactics! What are you trying to 
do 1 1 
" Y o u should talk, said the 
chairman. We all know you told 
Sullivan you would see to it that 
his brother-in-law didn't get the 
job with the public works if he 
voted for the Mayor. That's 
probably the reason he got sick." 
T h e s ta te r e p r e s e n t a t i v e 
flushed. This is an outrage! But it 
was too late. A demonstration had 
broken out. The Senator was over 
the top. It was all over. 
" W e l l , J i m , " said the chairman. 
" A r e you happy now?" 
J im just sadly shook his head, 
walked over and put his arm 
around the city councilor. "Gee, 
Pete what am I going to do now? 
1 promised my wife I was going to 
be on T V ! " 
The Vice President has advised 
s t u d e n t s to n o t b e c o m e 
" e m o t i o n a l l y ' i n v o l v e d ' with 
g o v e r n m e n t on issues and 
problems . . . " Instead, Spiro T. 
Agnew has, with an almost 
electrical charge, urged every 
voting American to revitalize their 
old paranoias of the era of Sen. 
Joe McCarthy, and to join him in 
crushing underfoot the "pushy 
youngsters 1 * and "middle-age 
malcontents" who occupy our 
schools. He urges his listeners to 
purge both the Democratic and 
R e p u b l i c a n par t i es of the 
"radical-liberals" who want to do 
things like end wars, and end 
unemployment , and integrate 
schools, and provide more money 
to end poverty and to help 
educate our people, and improve 
communication with those "pushy 
youngsters." 
M r . Agnew has called on all 
patriotic Americans to cast aside 
the "rotten apples" who seek 
change, and to have a new holy 
war against "effete snobs" who 
think that they are intellectuals, 
against those liberal "ideological 
eunuchs," against that "small 
group of misfits seeking to 
discredit a free system because 
they can't effectively compete and 
find success anywhere." Agnew 
calls for a "positive polarization" 
against the "vicars of vacillation," 
the " n a t t e r i n g n a b o b s of 
n e g a t i v i s m , " the "hopeless , 
hys ter ica l hypochondr iacs of 
h i s t o r y , " the " p u s i l l a n i m o u s 
pussyfooters." 
And so, in trying to divide 
America along official lines of 
hate, cosmetized to appear to be 
patriotism, Agnew has helped 
create a crisis such as this nation 
has not faced since the C i v i l War. 
A l l of Agnew's rantings could 
very seriously hurt the Republican 
party, for this was the year Nixon 
had hoped to take control of the 
Senate. 
The other possibility is that the 
Republican party will indeed pick 
up some seats, giving the Senate a 
def in i te ly more conservat ive 
membership. i 
There are many liberals up for 
election this year. In fact, there 
are 25 Democrats seeking re-
election, most of them liberals, as 
opposed to only 8 Republicans, 
most of them conservative. The 
Republican party, led by Messrs. 
Agnew and Nixon, is campaigning 
hard to not only defeat the 
T H E C O N G R E S S M A N 
The congressman stared at his 
p laque that made him an 
honorary Elk. 
" O h , crap, why did this have to 
come up now?" 
"What sir?" said his young 
legislative aide. 
"The emergancy legislation on 
the Redbone River. You know. . . 
clean it up and all that crap. The 
Redbone flows right through my 
district. I don't know what to do. 
I got those industries who have 
been helping me out for thirty-two 
years and the unions and the jobs 
who like the Redbone like it is. 
A n d then there are those 
conservation people and the damn 
kids who want to clean up and 
liberals who are up for re-election, 
b u t to hang-on to t h o s e 
Repub l i can seats now being 
opposed by liberal Democrats 
such as Adlai Stevenson III in 
Ill inois and Phi l l ip Hoff in 
Vermont. 
The problem is that the liberals 
in this country are being plagued 
by accusations that they favor 
c r i m e a n d r e v o l u t i o n . 
Demons t ra t ions and shouting 
matches that have occurred 
everywhere Nixon, or Agnew, has 
traveled, have been feeding the 
fires of such political blowtorches 
as Ralph Smith, James Buckley, 
and George Murphy. As Boston 
Globe columnist Robert Healy 
recently noted, "The ball is now 
in the other court. American 
y o u t h , and pa r t i cu la r ly the 
students in the colleges, can be 
the major force on Nov. 3 in 
defeating the kind of candidates 
they say they want to elect." — 
Richard Nixon said in Vermont 
recently that "one vote is worth 
one hundred obscenities; it's time 
for the great majority to stand up 
and be counted!" Perhaps what he 
Both the President and Vice-
President are out campaigning for 
various candidates that they want 
to see elected. While there is little 
doubt as to the i r gene ra l 
reasoning process, their styles are 
very different. In fact, it's often 
difficult to figure out just what 
they are saying. Here are some 
typ ica l comments and their 
translation: 
Nixon: " A s I remarked to your 
mayor and governor just this 
morning, it is a pleasure to visit 
your town. I rarely get to see my 
favorite places anymore." 
Agnew: "The whole of America 
could benefit from seeing a 
pleasant pastoral plateau such as 
this. The country has much to 
admire in the quintessence of your 
quietude." 
T R A N S L A T I O N : " I 'm not 
spending a single minute more 
than is necessary in this hick 
town." 
Nixon: "I come to speak to you 
of law and order, not wishing to 
frighten you or alarm you in any 
right at election time yet — What 
the hell am I going to do." 
" Y o u could," said his aide, "do 
what is right." 
"Crap , " said the Congressman, 
haven't you learned anything yet? 
Do what's right? What a joke — 
I'm going to get hurt by this and I 
want to find out how to get hurt 
the least." 
The congressman was a little 
irritated. He hired this damn kid 
because that crazy 18-year vote 
bill went through and he needed a 
little youth in the organization. 
H e d i d n ' t n e e d a n o t h e r 
conscience. He fired his last one 
22 years ago. 
"What do you mean?" said the 
aide. 
"Look , the conservation people 
really meant was that "one 
obscenity is worth 100 votes — 
for R e p u b l i c a n conservat ive 
candidates." 
So, as we've been told for quite 
a while now, Spiro Agnew is no 
fool, but, rather, a very clever 
politician. However, it is not 
enough that we realize that 
students could be the factor for 
liberal defeat this year, rather, we 
must realize also that what college 
students do between now and 
1972 will have a tremendous 
effect on Nixon's re-election bid. 
Spiro Agnew's brand of rhetoric 
may be good for the Republican 
party, but it is not good or healing 
for the nation. The dangers of 
disruptive conduct by the young 
have been stretched to the point 
where now the university is being 
intimidated by the far Right. To 
stop lawlessness is one thing, but 
to say that the uniyersity should 
divorce itself from the affairs of 
the nation and American society 
is quite another. 
The New Republic of October 
way, but at the same time 
reminding you of the dangers of a 
society whose control is out of the 
hands of the government." 
Agnew: " A s you astutely go 
about your duties as unflappable, 
audacious, veracious Americans, 
there is a certain element of 
rowdy, ruinous rabble who would 
encroach on your rights if given 
free reign." 
T R A N S L A T I O N : " I f you 
don't vote for our boys, you 
gullible rubes, you' l l probably get 
blown up in your sleep." 
Nixon: "1 gladly support the 
Honorable M r . X for re-election. 
I've known him for many years 
and through the years he has been 
a vigilant supporter of the decent 
American life. I'm proud to call 
myself his friend." 
Agnew: " A n d so I support my 
punctilious coadjutor, M r . X . A 
neophyte to politics, yet oracular 
beyond his years. He makes up in 
sagaciousness what he may lack in 
attainment. I say this based on 
our long years of fraternization." 
have a lot of influence now with 
all this environmental junk. I 
gotta be careful." 
" O h , " said the aide. 
"Here's what I want you to do. 
I want you to fly home and find 
out just how much influence those 
conservation groups have. You 
know — numbers, membership, 
the money they control, — how 
many of those crazy kids they 
have running around ringing 
d o o r b e l l s . Then go to the 
f a c t o r i e s , you k n o w . Boss 
Chemicals, Louis Plastics, all the 
places that would be effected by 
this. Tell them I'm concerned and 
seek their advice — Now don't go 
m o r a l i z i n g — just get the 
information. See who would hurt 
me the least. Got it?" 
10 reported that "the political 
implications of this are evident. 
Recently, a professor received a 
Letter from a colleague asking him 
to support the Republican who is 
running for Governor of Rhode 
Island, on the perplexing ground 
that ' p o l i t i c i z a t i o n of the 
university leads surely to its 
d e s t r u c t i o n , ' and the re fo re , 
presumably, the professors ought 
to ingratiate themselves with 
Republicans." — I fail to see, if 
one truly believes that universities 
should isolate themselves from the 
nation and remain totally aloof, 
how supporting the Republican 
party can be considered not 
politicization but patriotism. I 
suppose this "strategy," this new 
logic, could be compared to what 
Lewis Carroll once wrote — 
" H o w doth the little crocodile 
Improve his shining tail. 
And pour the waters of the Nile 
On every golden scale! 
" H o w ceeerfully he-seems to grin. 
How neatly spreads his claws. 
And welcomes little fishes in 
With gently smiling jaws." 
T R A N S L A T I O N : "We really 
had to scrape the bottom of the 
barrel to find someone who would 
do things our way. If you buy the 
act that we know him, then you're 
home free." 
N i x o n : " I n c o n c l u s i o n , 
remember that in our troubled 
times the vote is democracy's 
sword — noble in concept, 
shattering in power. Be sure to 
exercise this most precious of 
freedoms and do it for the best 
candidate, our M r . X . " 
Agnew: "While philandering 
polywogs and scavengers take 
d i s s i p a t i o n in abas ing our 
d e m o c r a c y we h o l d t h e 
substratum of all autonomy in our 
right to prerogative. Please avail 
yourself of this pretention and 
franchise for the Honorable M r . 
X . " 
T R A N S L A T I O N : "This snow-
job has been brought to you by 
truth, justice, and the American 
way." 
Bernard F. McKay 
A g n e w a n d the R i g h t 
J a c k R e e d : P e r m a n e n t l y 
The Roar of the Greasepaint 
The Smell of the Crowd 
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Student Politics 
And The Values 
Letters to the Editor 
By Tom Reynolds 
Last Sunday (Oct. 25) was 
Freshman Parents Weekend. A 
series of seminars were offered 
for the parents, one of which was 
conducted by Dr . Z y g m u n t 
Friedeman, Cha i rman of the 
political Science Department. The 
discussion was "Student Politics-
A n Evaluation", attended by over 
120 parents. 
Dr. Friedeman began by stating 
that the issue of student politics 
had to be reviewed in reference to 
the values held by society. Any 
generalizations made would not 
be ve ry a c c u r a t e because 
American society is a Pluralistic 
one and he would attempt to 
abstract from crosscurrents? and 
pinpoint a few value orientations 
which are held strongly. 
Dr. Friedeman described these 
common values, saying that in 
American society there is a strong 
emphasis on achievement and 
succes s , and that t h i s is 
interpreted simply, and measured 
materially. He continued, saying 
America is an action oriented, 
practical society which has faith in 
change and progress, believing in 
the possibility of upward mobility. 
He felt that the basic value of 
freedom is interpreted more 
commonly as a freedom from 
something rather than a freedom 
lor something. Individualism is a 
strong value in American society, 
he felt, and it implies a belief in 
the inherent worth and dignity of 
the individual. American society is 
b a s i c a l l y h u n a n i t a r i a n . D r . 
1-riedeman said, in spite of the 
obvious shortcomings. Americans 
have a compulsion to treat other 
countries with indignation or 
denigration depending on how 
different the morality happens to 
be. He pointed out that some 
students are highly motivated 
moralistically. 
There is a conflict in the views 
of America , he said. Some people 
p e r c e i v e A m e r i c a as an 
i n d i v i d u a l i s t i c , m o r a l i s t i c , 
humanitarian society, emphasizing 
material achievement and success. 
America is a conflict society, he 
feels, resulting from this mixture 
of p r a c t i c a l and mora l i s t i c 
America. Friedeman said he finds 
it personally disturbing to see the 
young al ienated from their 
parents. Some students, he said, 
are hypocritical because they so 
adamantly reject the materialism 
of their parents yet they don't 
sever the umbilical cord and live 
their ideas. 
Parents are not trying to 
understand the student situation. 
Dr. Friedeman said, and they 
have "to give an ear" to students 
rather than attempt repression. 
He feels that parents have been 
misguided and have patronized 
the young so much that they have 
d i m i n i s h e d i n d i v i d u a l 
achievement. 
H e a l so felt that ev.ery 
generation rebels to a certain 
extent against the generation 
before and there need not be a 
great generation gap because the 
difference between generations is 
in the perimeter of what society 
will tolerate at a particular time. 
Student participation is important 
and he feels that students and 
teachers should be allowed to 
participate according to their 
beliefs. Dr. Friedeman also thinks 
that after exploring, the young 
will fall back into the groove after 
acquiring a few responsibilities. 
The young can't be any other way 
he feels and they depend on 
clusters of value orientations. We 
(meaning his generation) are the 
creators of the comflict he said. If 
those over thirty are confused 
then the young would also be 
confused and that they would 
probably act on one of the value 
orientations. 
Dr. Friedeman concluded by 
s a y i n g tha t the c l a s s r o o m 
shouldn't be used to disseminate 
the dogmatic values of professors, 
it is strictly for teaching. 
X - r a y 
Under the direction of Dr. 
Edwin B. O 'Re i l ly , a portable 
C h e s t m o b i l e w i l l open on 
N o v e m b e r 5 and 6 behind 
Alumni . 
T h e C h e s t m o b i l e is an 
operation designed to take X-rays 
of those students interested 
enough to come in. The operation 
will be available to atl students, 
f acu l ty members , and staff 
members at no charge. 
Dr . O 'Rei l ly states that, " A 
large turnout would be greatly 
appreciated for this requires a 
great deal of effort." He adds that 
" th i s operation is quite an 
expensive one for the college." 
EXHIBITION 
AND SALE F = * 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 
STUDENT LOUNGE in 
ALUMNI HALL 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
11 A .M. la 5 P.M. 
7 P.M. to 9 P.M. 
CHAGALL, 
BASKIN, 
ROUAULT, 
DAUMIER 
& MANY 
OTHERS 
ARRANGED BY 
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS 
P U R C H A S E S M A Y BE C H A R G E D 
To the Editor: 
Your first few issues make it 
evident to me that you and your 
associates are sincerely trying to 
make T H E C O W L into a real 
newspaper and a more responsible 
publication than it has been for 
the past few years, and, to a great 
extent, you are succeeding. 
I hope, therefore, that you will 
accept this letter as coming from 
a sympathetic reader and written 
in a s p i r i t of cons t ruc t ive 
criticism. 
The article headed " T o Educate 
the Whole M a n " in your issue of 
October 23rd concludes with a 
rhetorical question which by 
inference indicts the College as 
responsible for the tragic personal 
misfortunes of a former student. 
The propriety of your editorial 
judgement in giving so much 
exposure to his private tragedy in 
order to set up a one-sentence 
Karate chop at the College is a 
question of taste; therefore, 1 will 
not bother to argue that point. 
I must, however, challenge your 
insinuation that the College was 
somehow to blame for his 
sor rowful c i rcumstances . N o 
college can do more than to offer 
an educational opportunity. In the 
for ty years I have known 
Providence College, I have seen 
some men get a great education 
here; some, a good one; some, a 
second-rate one; and some, none 
at all . The quality has varied in 
direct proportion to the desire, 
drive and ability of the individual 
student. 
The former student cited in 
your article left this campus when 
all our present students were still 
in high school or in junior high 
school, so T H E C O W L reporter 
could not be expected to be 
familiar with the facts of this 
man's personal history here. 
The reporter could, however, be 
expected to make an effort to 
determine those facts. Even the 
most cursory investigation would 
have turned up one outstanding 
truth; in this particular case the 
faculty and administration tried as 
hard as any college could have — 
and, in my opinion, harder than 
most would have. 
Here is my suggestion to aid 
your campaign to improve T H E 
C O W L : post a sign on your office 
wall reading, "Check the facts 
before you write." 
Paul Connolly '34 
To the Editor: 
Providence College's, Alpha 
Rhode Island Chapter of Sigma 
Tau, National Honor Society has 
been inactive for the past year. 
I would like to see if the 
student body is interested in 
reactivating the Chapter — the 
time element makes the second 
semester the earliest possible time 
for a full program. 
Our organizational meeting 
should be the first order of 
business. If there are enough 
interested students, I would like 
to meet with them on Wednesday, 
November 18, at 7 p.m. in an 
area to be designated. 
The Chapter is open to all 
interested students from second 
semester sophomores through the 
Senior Class. 
It is not necessary that the 
students be Philosophy majors; 
the only requirement is a 
respectable grade in whatever 
concentration a student is in. 
The Chapter sponsors visiting 
l ec tu re rs as wel l as inter-
disciplinary groups of students 
a n d f a c u l t y . P o p u l a r and 
controversial topics may well be 
aired by the group. It will help to 
enlarge one's view to have other 
s ides of va r ious ques t ions 
presented. 
Phi Sigma Tau is essentially a 
student o rgan iza t ion ; faculty 
members are honorary. 
The induction fee is ten dollars 
and the official key may be 
purchased by inducted members 
at various prices. A magazine 
with articles by members from the 
various chapters throughout the 
nat ion is sent regular ly to 
members. Members of the chapter 
may present articles to be 
published. 
B . U . Fay, Moderator 
Alpha Rhode Island Chapter 
Phi Sigma Tau 
T y p i n g Service 
Thesis, termpaper, 
manuscripts 
C a l l 9 4 1 - 0 5 2 6 
Mrs. Helen Shuman 
weybosset s 
12.00 - 1.00- 1.40 
2.40 -3.20-4.20 
5.00 -6.00-6.40 
7.40 -8.20-9.30 
NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL! 
Ik most brilliant, incredibly 
marvelous film I've seen in 
ñorñyears!"^^ 
'A fascinating film, abra-
sively contemporary and 
bauntinoly universal!" 
-JUDITH CRIST. New York Magaimt 
"A striking movie! 
Eloquent and important! 
-PINÍLOPé GlLUATT, Ntw York*/ ff 
^ If you see nothing else this 
^ year, you must see Five 
Easy Pieces!" 9f RICH ARO SCHICKEL. Oft 
3 
f F I W i \JACK NICHOLSON KAREN BLACK »nd SUSAN ANSPACH 
H S U P I E C E S 
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FROM 
THE 
SPORTSDESK 
By JOE DELANEY 
I would like to talk about two 
topics of current interest to 
Providence Co l l ege students, 
faculty and alumni. One topic 
concerns the soccer team. The 
other concerns the future of the 
football team. 
Not even the most ardent rooter 
for the soccer team would have 
guessed that the booters of Bill 
Doyle would be undefeated after 
their first nine games. Their 
victory streak guarantees them of 
their first winning season ever. 
Coach Doyle 's forces have 
proven that good coaching, hustle 
and teamwork can make up for 
scholarship athletes and foreign 
players recruited by schools with 
more to offer financially. The 
players are working together as a 
unit and it is paying off in big 
victories. 
The Friars have mixed a well-
balanced offensive unit with an 
amazingly strong defense. In 
games played to date. Providence 
has scored 26 goals and allowed 
only 4 tallies. 
The team has shut out five 
opponents in nine games. The 
other teams highest point total so 
far is one goal. Goaltender Mark 
Deresienski has only allowed 3 
goals in thirty-six periods of play. 
The nine game winning streak is 
very impressive since Providence 
has upset such teams as Brandéis 
and Barrington. Both victories 
came as a result of the Friats 
simply out-playing their more 
talented foes. 
B r a n d é i s was edged by 
Providence despite the fact they 
had 14 foreign players and A l l -
N e w E n g l a n d g o a l i e M a r k 
McGra th . Barrington College, led 
by the talented Pete Chartschlaa, 
had their eight game winning 
streak stopped by the Friars. 
Chartschlaa went into the PC 
encounter with the amazing total 
of 92 goals in less than three 
seasons. Although he was trying to 
add to his total in order to surpass 
the national collegiate record of 
116 career goals, the stingy 
Providence defense, led by Jean 
Boisvert and Jeff Schultz, shut 
Chartschlaa off completely. 
A l t h o u g h Char t sch laa had 
scored more than twenty goals in 
only eight games, he was unable 
to shake his shadow for the 
afternoon, namely Jeff Schultz. 
Schultz, a senior from New York , 
held the Warrior star scoreless for 
the second year in a row from the 
field. 
The offensive unit has been 
sparked by Tom Holden, Jim 
March. Tim (ri I bride and Jimmy 
Reardon. Except for their expected 
letdown after their big upsets, the 
offense has put plenty of pressure 
on their opponents' defenses. 
One cannot expect the booters 
to remain undefeated for the 
season, but their record has 
revitalized the soccer program. 
The Friars still must face U . R . I , 
and the Eagles of Boston College 
after meeting the neighboring 
Anchormen of Rhode Island 
College this week. 
No matter what they accomplish 
during the rest of the season, the 
soccer players have come a long 
way. Their success is a real tribute 
to the guidance and patience of 
Coach Bill Doyle. 
A l t h o u g h the F r i a r C l u b 
Football team soundly defeated 
the Fairfield Stags last Sunday. 
31-3, I was not really happy when 
I walked away from Cronin Field. 
I knew that the small crowd 
which was filing out of the gates 
was playing an important role in 
the future of the football club. 
Four years ago, a group of 
students got together enough 
money to start a club football team 
at Providence College. Through the 
generous support of the students, 
football returned to our campus 
after an absence of 26 years. 
Since their first Friday night 
game four years ago, the Friars 
have come a long way. They have 
grown into a well-balanced and 
disciplined group of young men 
under the coaching of Dick Lynch 
and Chet Hanewich. 
The coaches, players, and 
football club members have worked 
many long hours to make the team 
what it is today. Father Driscoll 
has sacrificed many long hours to 
try and help make ends meet for 
the team. 
The team has not been 
supported by the students this 
year. Since the crowds have been 
so small to date, the club is in 
great trouble financially. 
In order for the team to at least 
break even financially for the year, 
the club must raise $1400 at next 
Sunday's game with Siena. This 
means that about 1,000 people, 
besides the season ticket holders, 
must show up next week. 
All the members of the team 
practice many long hours and 
travel many miles, but none of 
them receive any financial support 
from the school. These athletes 
truly love to play football, but the 
students at Providence College do 
not seem to appreciate their 
dedication to Providence College. 
The team is operating in debt. It 
would be a terrible blow to the 
athletic spirit here at the school if 
the team had to fold up. The 
dreams of many would be 
shattered. 
II the students in this school 
really care about the success of 
the team, then I think that every 
student in this school should make 
an honest effort to attend 
Sunday's game. A n important 
part of our athletic scene will fade 
away unless everyone connected 
with Providence College makes an 
effort to do his share to keep 
Club Football here as a Fall 
sport. The decision is yours. 
Fran Connors . . . 
Fearless Forecasts 
Fnars Tim Gilbride has scored in 
the Friars last 5 games. 
Cowlloto by Ernil Fiorovontl 
BOOTERS 
DUMPED 
RIC, 2-0 
ON 
WEDNESDAY 
S a t u r d a y a f t e r n o o n N e w 
England football fans will be 
treated to a battle - royale 
between two outstanding Ivy 
League powers, Dartmouth and 
Yale at ancient Yale Bowl in New 
Haven. A n overflowing crowd is 
expected to fill the monstrous oval 
to the brim to witness this big 
showdown between two historic 
rivals. There is much at stake in 
the contest. Both teams bring 
unblemished records into this 
annual war, with the winner 
e v e n t u a l l y going on to an 
undefeated season and the Ivy 
League Championship, barring 
any unforeseen catastrophe, 
Saturday's game shapes up as an 
evenly matched duel between two 
well-balanced squads. Picking a 
winner in this contest would be 
l ike choosing between Man-
O-War and Native Dancer in a 
match race. 
L A S T W E E K ' S R E S U L T S : 
9 correct 
0 incorrect 
Notre Dame 42 Navy 6. Sr. Joe 
O'Donnell says the number one 
combination across the Nation is 
baseball and Ballantine, but I say 
this distinction belongs to Joe 
Theismann and Tom Gatewood. 
Stanford 34 Oregon St. 17. It has 
been a long time since the Indians 
have made an appearance in the 
Iniiamuiol Football Standing* 
Won Lett Tiod 
Dillon Oub 
My or • Maiaudort 
ftaxball Owb 
Up* ta I* N.Y. 
H>w Jottoy A 
M»w Jar«oy Z 
Woieibur, Bot Pack 
Atlloboro Bandit! 
Mai Oub B 
Mol Oub A 
Mot Oub C 
Albortut Magnut 
Froth Star* 
McNamee 
Victor 
Tennis coach Dick Ernst take 
note: Senior Dan McNamee won 
t h e I n t r a m u r a l T e n n i s 
T o u r n a m e n t las t week by 
defeating Junior Bob Cruise in 
straight sets 6-3, 6-0. Cruise, a 
Chemistry major from Pascoag, 
Rhode Island was no match for 
McNamee. 
McNamee, who is a Math 
major, easily defeated freshman 
Pete Meagher in the quarterfinals 
6-2, 6-0. He had a tough time in 
the semi-finals against freshman 
Steve King. King extended the 
m a t c h to th ree sets w i t h 
McNamee finally prevailing 6-0. 
3-6, 6-3. 
This Week 
In Sports 
V A R S I T Y S O C C E R 
Sunday. Nov. I, Boston College 
at home, 2:00 p.m. 
VARSITY CROSS C O U N T R Y 
F r i d a y . O c t . 30, Eas te rns 
Championship at Franklin Park, 
Boston, Mass. 
C L U B F O O T B A L L 
Sunday, Oct. 1, Siena College at 
La Salle's Cronin Field. 1:30 p.m. 
Rose Bowl but the scent ol roses 
is very strong in Pao Alto this 
fall. 
Boston College 24 Army 7. Gerry 
Marz i l l i , P.C. 's answer to center 
Mick Tingelhoff of the Minnesota 
Vikings, says Eagle rooters will be 
"treated to a Willis weekend" 
after disappointing losses to Penn 
State and A i r Force. 
Ohio State 42 Northwestern 21. 
The Buckeyes simply have too 
much speed, depth and power for 
the much improved Wildcats. 
Michigan 35 Wisconsin 14. The 
Wolverines have a devastating one 
- two punch in Fritz Seyforth and 
Billy Taylor. Seyferth scored four 
touchdowns last Saturday against 
Minneso ta while the speedy 
Taylor galloped for 151 yards. 
Expect a repeat performance 
against the Badgers. 
Dartmouth 21 Yale 20. The Green 
Machine finds enough holes in a 
stingy Bulldog defense to defeat 
Yale in a thriller. 
T e x a s 38. S . M . U . 7. The 
Mustangs have an arm in Chuck 
Hixon while the Longhorns have 
an arm and a leg in Ed Philip> 
and Steve Worsler. 
Nebraska 28 Colorado 7. The 
Cornhuskers will represent the 
Big Eight either in the Orange or 
Sugar Bowl on Jan. I. 
The Phantom's Pick of The Week 
Syracuse over Pitt. 
Tight Race Looms In 
Intramural Grid Loop 
A f t e r f o u r w e e k s o f 
competition, the Dillon Club " A " 
Team leads the Intramural Touch 
Football League with a perfect 
6-0 record. The Dayhop Gridders 
may be hard pressed for the 
league lead by Myer 's Marauders. 
According to the head of the 
program, Pete Louthis, one of 
victories by the Dillon Club was 
over Myer ' s Marauders. The 
Marauders have the game under 
protest because of a disputed 
score late in the game. A decision 
on this game will be reached later 
this week. 
The Dillon Club helped their 
cause considerably by edging the 
New Jersey " Z " squad last week. 
In a real tough battle right down 
to the wire, the Dillon Club 
prevailed 13-12. 
Leading the way for the Dillon 
Club was captain and signalcaller 
Jimmy Ryan. Ryan has been 
helped considerably by the fleet 
D a v e S o m e r s a n d D a v e 
Marandola. The blocking has 
been spearheaded by Joe Giradi . 
Other scores last week were a 
thrilling 18-13 win by Upstate 
N . Y . over the Attleboro Bandits, 
led by John Uva and Gene 
Marchand. The Waterbury Rat 
Pack of Mark Saukas edged the 
Frosh Stars 21-18, New Jersey 
" A " crushed Albertus Magnus 55-
0 and then beat Met " B " 40-20. 
the Bandits downed Met " C " 18-
6, and the Baseball Club won over 
Met " A " behind Bob Roche. 
G e o r g e M e l l o and J i m m y 
Hopkins. 
Myer ' s Marauders, Baseball 
Club and Upstate New York still 
are in the thick of the battle for 
the league lead. The final 
standings could depend on the 
final results of the protest by the 
Marauders. The Dillon Club 
cannot afford to relax. 
Soccer . . . 
penalty kick in the fourth period. 
HEAD-INS: 
Tom Holden holds the scoring 
lead with 7 goals. Jim March has 
5, as does Tim Gilbride. Gilbride 
has scored a goal in each of the 
last five Friar outings. 
The Friar's record in their first 
year was 3-7-1. Last year it was 
4-7-3. This year it is the year of 
the impossible dream. Soccer is a 
reality at P C . 
The Friars face a formidable 
foe in the always tough Boston 
College Eagles here Sunday. The 
Friars will be out to avenge last 
year's 8-1 drubbing. 
SIENA 
HOME 
SUNDAY 
1:30 
CRONIN 
FIELD 
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Dennis Swart, Speck Lead Way 
To Friars' State Harrier Title 
Bill Speck put it so aptly: "the 
small meets are over and now the 
big ones begin." Captain Chris 
Schultz and Company captured 
the mythical state title for the 
second year in a row when the) 
a n n e x e d the B r o w n - U . R . I . 
triangular meet last Friday. 
Running on a "rubber-ducky" 
day of rain and overcast skies at 
Brown's Butler Health Center 
course. Bi l l Speck and freshman 
Dennis Swart tied for first place 
with Schultz finishing third, eighty 
yards behind. 
Tom Grundy, a freshman from 
Cumberland running for Tom 
Russell's Rams, broke up the PC 
c o n t i n g e n t by bea t ing out 
f r e shman J i m m y G a u r h r a n . 
Gaurhran. coming off an injury he 
sustained against Harvard, ran 
remarkably well. 
Any chance of victory for 
Brown and Rhody was squelched 
less than a minute later. Mark 
Ambrose closed out the Friar 
scoring by nailing down eight 
place in the race. 
T h e B r o w n - U . R . I . mee t , 
although an emotional race for 
the Friars, was hardly what one 
could have considered a battle. 
From the outset, PC's top ten 
men were able to handle the 
somewhat fast early pace. The 
pre-race smile of Bruin coach 
¡van Fuqua changed deceptively 
when each black-shirted Friar 
passed by. 
Before their title run last 
Friday, the harriers of Bob Amato 
journeyed to Boston's Franklin 
Park to face a well coached and 
powerful Harvard team. With the 
New England's a mere three 
weeks away, this meet was to be a 
good test of the dominance P C 
hoped to reveal on November 
ninth. 
Wil l ie Speck once again laid to 
rest any doubts that he is one of 
the best in New England over a 
distance of over five to six miles. 
Running the extended 5.5 mile 
H a r v a r d course, "Specke r ' s " 
m a r g i n o f v i c t o r y w a s 
approximately 300 yards over the 
C r i m s o n ' s first man, M a r k 
Connoly. 
Speck's victory, coupled with 
his state title crown, was his 
fourth individual victory thus far. 
He also won the big meets against 
H o l y C r o s s a n d B o s t o n 
University. 
H a r v a r d ' s power-dominated 
squad filled the second through 
sixth places before Chris Schultz 
crossed the finish line about one 
minute behind Speck. He was 
closely followed in eight place by 
freshman Dennis Swart. 
The Friar five was completed 
by Ronnie Loughlin, running 
stronger each week, and Mark 
Ambrose who has proven to be a 
valuable fifth man on the team. 
After the fine display against 
Holy Cross, in which PC's time 
interval from first to fifth man 
was a highly respectable one 
minute and 23 seconds, some 
doubts had arisen, because of 
injuries, losses and psychological 
attitude, about whether this year's 
team was as potent as it had 
appeared earlier in the season. 
Even though defeat was the 
final outcome against Harvard, 
the overall spirit of the team 
received a great boost because of 
the times run. The results of the 
state meet made the team spirit 
even better. 
T o m A m a n has f i n a l l y 
recovered from a back injury and 
has resumed t r a i n i n g . H i s 
presence on the Friar squad and a 
healthy Mark Harrison could 
make the Friars a lot stronger. 
Although neither of the runners 
will be running in top shape, they 
will bring an emotional lift to the 
rest of the team. If the Friars are 
to succeed in the New England's, 
they will need a solid team effort 
for Coach Amato. 
Deresienski Shines In Goal; 
Booters Win Ninth In Row 
By Pete Cobis 
Paced by the scoring of Tom 
Holden and T i m Gilbride, and 
timely defensive work headed by 
Rocky Deresienski in the nets, the 
P r o v i d e n c e C o l l e g e s o c c e r 
' m a c h i n e ' i n c r e a s e d t h e i r 
unblemished record and victory 
skein to nine by topping Stonehill 
3- 0. and Sacred Heart 1-0. 
A d e t e r m i n e d e f f o r t by 
freshman star Tom Holden, who 
had two goals, led the Friar 
booters over Stonehill. Stonehill 
was very inspired for the game, 
and were out to avenge last year's 
4- 1 loss. Stonehill outplayed, and 
was a menace to the Friars in the 
first period. 
The booters recovered without 
any i l l effects, and unleashed a 
strong attack. The Friars were 
just too talented and outmatched 
their opponents. 
Holden 's two goals, which 
raised his season goal total to 
seven, were hard worked for. The 
f lashy freshman from N e w 
Bedford, Mass., booted the first 
Friar tally of the day home from 
25 yards out in the second period. 
H O L D E N ' s 
S O L O D A S H 
Holden's second tally was pure 
effort and a thing of beauty. He 
took the ball at midfield and 
d r ibb l ed the ball downfield. 
Holden then blasted the ball into 
the upper right corner of the net 
for the final Friar score late in the 
third period. 
Tim Gilbride got the other 
Halfback Vin McAvey (86) gains 7 yards in first period despite the ef-
forts of Joel Agreste (67) and Bob Petrini (63). Cowl foto by E— FierovoAti 
Friar score in the second period 
as he combined on a neat passing 
play with Jim March and Xavier 
Mantesanz. 
R O C K Y SUPERB 
IN NETS 
Rocky Deresienski repeatedly 
knocked away Stonehill shots that 
had goal written all over them. 
Rocky has had only three goals 
scored on him this season. 
Bil l Lubin, Jack Lyons, Larry 
Witt , and Peter Shiel turned in 
fine defensive efforts for the 
Friars. The halfbacks also did a 
good job of forwarding the ball. 
In what was a physically 
aggressive game, the Friars turned 
back Sacred Heart University of 
Bridgeport 1-0. 
Tim Gilbride's goal at 2:21 of 
the second period, coming from a 
corner kick by Henri Buzy, was 
the only score in the game, and 
gave the Friars the slim margin of 
victory. 
Sacred Heart had a 6-1 record 
going into the game and were led 
by an Al l -Amer ican candidate and 
O l y m p i a n p l a y e r M a r k 
McGuigan . McGuigan had scored 
11 goals in just six games. 
The strong two-way game by 
the halfbacks was a big factor in 
the Friar win, especially Gerry 
Boisvert who kept McGuigan in 
check for the game. 
Deresienski again was the 
backbone of the Friar defense, 
though the Friars were outshot 
21-14. He came up with some fine 
saves, especially when Sacred 
Heart was applying the pressure. 
The F r i a r offense missed 
chances on several occasions. Jim 
March broke in on several plays. 
Holden and Gilbride had shots hit 
the crossbar, and later missed a 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Butch Murray (80) shown returning pass interception for the 34 yards 
against Fair Field in First Period. He later caught Touchdown pass in 
third period. Co-Hoio by M Fiorovonti 
PC Crushes Fairfield; 
Siena In Home Finale 
By Ed Paglia 
Thanks to Coach Dick Lynch's 
t i m e l y i n s e r t i o n of j u n i o r 
quarterback Tom Mezzanotte into 
Sunday's game against Fairfield, 
the Friars were able to turn the, 
up till then, lethargic contest into 
an explosive, wide open display of 
Friar offense as they crushed the 
Stags 31-3. 
After PC 's initial offensive 
thrusts had proved fruitless, the 
Friars were handed the game's 
first break via a Butch Murray 
interception and the runback of 34 
yards. 
Faced with a first and ten from 
Fairfield's 16 yard-line, freshman 
Brian Carey, the starting signal 
caller, tried to reach paydirt, but 
failed. On a third and four 
situation, the Friars fumbled away 
their chances. 
Mezzanotte was at the helm the 
next time P C owned the ball. The 
Fr ia r s received their second 
golden opportunity of the day 
when a Fairfield punt sailed out 
of bounds on their own 33 yard 
line. 
Mezzanotte drove the Friars 
the 33 yards it> nine plays, capped 
by a Mezz to M c Avey pitchout 
covering the final two yards. 
Steve Woods missed the P A T , 
and the Friars led 6-0. 
The facility with which the 
Friars moved the ball seemed to 
out-psyche the visitors. The Stags 
immediately fumbled the ball 
away on their second offensive 
play after taking the Fr iar 
kickoff. 
P C took over on their own 45, 
and under the leadership of 
M e z z a n o t t e , m a r c h e d 
methodica l ly to the visitors 
endzone. The drive was climaxed 
by a Mezz to Jack M c Cann 
aerial good for 18 yards and the 
score. Varela's boot was good, 
and the Friars increased the lead 
to 13-0. 
The Friars bid for a shutout 
was erased with two minutes 
remaining in the half. Jim Vcspia, 
former L a Salle Academy star, 
booted a 37 yard fieldgoal for the 
Stags. 
The kick was actually 44 yards 
if you count the seven yards they 
were lined up behind the line. A 
a consistent kicker can be. 
Junior Vin M c Avey personally 
broke the Stags back. He 
returned in classic fashion, the 
second half kickoff 75 yards for a 
Friar T D . 
M c A v e y ' s run was of 
blackboard precision. He raced up 
the middle where the wedge was 
forming, then broke to the left 
sidelines, and sailed unopposed 
into the endzone. 
Late in the third quarter, co-
captain Bob Brady picked off a 
Van Muller aerial, and returned it 
to the 29 yard line, a run of 24 
yards. This set up the Friars ninth 
touchdown in two games. 
After Jay Sinatro personally 
brought the Friars down to the 
Stags 17 yard line, Mezzanotte 
went to the air. The former La 
Salle Q B split two Fairfield 
defensive backs and hit his former 
h igh s choo l receiver Butch 
M u r r a y for the touchdown 
covering 17 yards. 
With freshman signal caller 
Brian Carey at the helm, the 
Fairfield defense was still unable 
to hal t the F r i a r s . Ca rey 
engineered a 61 yard scoring drive 
in eight plays capped by senior 
h a l f b a c k F r e d R e n n e r ' s 
outstanding 37 yard gallop. 
Bob Brady played inspirational 
football, as his ever-present form 
was seen all over the field. His 
third quarter pass interception and 
clutch tackles set up numerous 
scoring opportunities for the 
Friars. 
The Friars look like they have 
finally reached the stage where 
everything is working together. 
The always stalwart defense is 
now being complemented by an 
explosive and equally potent 
offense. 
The football club's record now 
stands at 3-2. as they prepare for 
their final home game of the 
season's campaign against a new 
opponent to the Friar schedule. 
Siena College. Sunday at Cronin 
Field. 
This will be the last game at 
home for the seniors on the team, 
and they would like to be 
remembered with a solid victory 
in their final career outing. 
